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Abstract—Spatio-temporally continuous and high-quality soil
moisture (SM) is very important for assessing changes in the
water cycle and climate, especially over the Tibetan plateau (TP).
Data fusion is an important method to improve the quality of SM
product. However, limited observation overlaps between different
satellite SM products, caused by inherent gaps, make it difficult
to fuse them to create a continuous and high-quality product.
In this study, an SM spatio-temporal continuity and quality si-
multaneously improving algorithm is proposed. The first step of
the approach is obtaining spatio-temporally continuous reference
data, including land surface temperature (LST), normalized dif-
ference vegetation index (NDVI), Albedo, and digital elevation
model (DEM). The second step is training the general regression
neural network (GRNN) model with all available essential climate
variables (ECV) and Fengyun (FY) SM. The last step is predicting
the spatio-temporally continuous and high-quality SM using the
trained GRNN derived by the spatio-temporal continuity reference
data. An implementation of the algorithm on the TP showed that,
compared with the original ECV and FY SM, both the continuity
and quality of the fused SM product were largely improved in terms
of coverage (72.5%), correlation (R = 0.809), root mean square
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error (0.081 cm3 cm−3) and bias (0.050 cm3 cm−3). The algorithm
showed a good performance in obtaining spatio-temporal variation
fusion weights over the TP. This spatio-temporally continuous and
high-quality SM of the TP will help advance our understanding of
global and regional changes in water cycle and climate.

Index Terms—Essential climate variables (ECV), Fengyun (FY),
general regression neural network (GRNN), quality, soil moisture
(SM), spatio-temporal continuity.

I. INTRODUCTION

SOIL moisture (SM) plays a key role in water-energy ex-
changes between the land surface and the atmosphere,

especially for the earth’s third pole of the Tibetan plateau (TP)
[1], [2]. The SM is widely used in applications such as weather
and climate forecasting, droughts and wildfires monitoring, and
floods and landslides early warning [3]–[8]. As an easy, direct
and convenient large scale method for monitoring SM, satellite
remote sensing has received great attention from the applications
community in the last decades. Various active-based, passive-
based, and merged SM products have been published, such as
the Advanced Scatterometer (ASCAT) [9], advance microwave
scanning radiometer 2 (AMSR2), soil moisture active passive
(SMAP) [2], European space agency (ESA) essential climate
variables (ECV) [9], and Fengyun-3B (FY-3B) [10]. There are
two main disadvantages in applying these SM products. The
first disadvantage is spatio-temporal discontinuity, with gaps
caused by low temporal resolution and other algorithm retrieval
failures [11], [12]. Second is low quality, including the low
variation capturing ability (in correlation coefficient, R) and
low accuracy [in root mean square error (RMSE)], which are
very important to land surface model assimilations and flood
forecasting, respectively [13]. For example, the R and RMSE
of different SM products can range from 0.194 to 0.704 and
from 0.077 mm d−1 to 0.296 mm d−1 for Maqu sites over TP,
respectively [14].

Spatio-temporal continuity is a common requirement of dif-
ferent applications [13]. However, the quality requirements dif-
fer across fields. For example, land surface models need an SM
product with high variation capturing ability (high R) benefiting
from its data assimilation system, while flash-flood predictions
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need a SM product with a good accuracy (low RMSE and bias)
because floods typically occur when precipitation exceeds the
soil absorption capacity [13], and a SM product that satisfies
this requirement is still a long way in the making. Several
previous studies have tried to solve these key issues. Cui et al.
[10] proposed a machine learning and reference data-based re-
construction method to improve the spatio-temporal continuity.
However, the SM reconstructed process cannot improve the
quality of the original SM product. And a cumulative distribution
function (CDF) matching-based fusion algorithm [15] was also
proposed trying to further improve the quality of SM product.
However, it is difficult to obtain the fusion weight, especially
there are only two products. In other previous studies, data fusion
methods [1], [16], [17], such as the triple collation method [12],
are widely accepted for improving SM quality. The machine
learning method also be widely used in data fusion. For example,
Van der Schalie et al. [18] used a global neural network (NN)
approach, with AMSR-E brightness temperature observations
from several frequencies as input and the SMOS Level 3 SM
product as a reference dataset to train in the common ASMSR-E
and SMOS period and applied it to the whole AMSR-E data
record from 2003 to 2010. However, the narrow overlap be-
tween different satellite SM products/observation limits their
fusion and also cannot obtain spatio-temporally continuous
SM. Hence, it is necessary to improve simultaneously both the
spatio-temporal continuity and quality of SM products, which
has received limited attention until now.

In this study, we focus on simultaneously improving spatio-
temporal continuity and quality of SM over the TP. To achieve
this objective, we: (1) validated the ECV and FY SM products
against in situ measurements to evaluate whether they were suit-
able to be fused together; (2) proposed a new SM spatio-temporal
continuity and quality simultaneously improving algorithm; (3)
and analyzed the new algorithm. This algorithm should be
valuable in providing more reliable and effective information
on SM for hydrological and climate studies.

II. MATERIALS

A. Study Area

Well known as the third pole and the Asia tower, the TP (25°
−40°N, 70° −105°E) was selected as the study area (see Fig. 1)
[19]. This study area is covered mainly by grassland in the center
and eastern parts, bare soil and sparse vegetation in the western
and northern portions, and a few forests in the eastern and
southern borders. Soil freezes and thaws frequently, especially
in the central and western parts. The complex terrain, uneven
distribution of water and energy, and a changeable climate cause
frequent gaps in the common SM products [10], which limit
global change-related studies.

B. In Situ SM Measurements

In this study, two in situ measurement networks over the TP
(see Fig. 1 and Table I) were used to validate the algorithm. The
Maqu network is located in north-eastern part of the TP in a
cold humid climate [20]. The network covers an area of approx-
imately 40 × 80 km having 20 sites located on grasslands. Due

Fig. 1. Study area and location of the both networks on the DEM map, where
green and blue symbols represent the distribution of sites in Maqu and Naqu
networks, respectively.

TABLE I
MAIN CHARACTERISTICS OF THE MAQU AND NAQU NETWORKS

TABLE II
DATASETS USED IN THIS STUDY FOR THE PERIOD 2012–2014

to the severe local conditions, several sites have discontinued
observations. In this study, daily averaged SM measured in the
top 5 cm of three sites from 2012 to 2014 within an area of 0.25×
0.25° was used. The multiscale Naqu network is located in the
central TP under cold semiarid climate [21]. The Naqu network,
covered by grassland, has 56 sites and was set up gradually from
2010. In this study, daily averaged SM measured in the top 5 cm
of 14 sites from 2012 to 2014 within an area of 0.25 × 0.25°
was used. For more details about the Maqu and Naqu networks,
readers are kindly referred to Su et al. [20] and Yang et al. [21],
respectively.

C. Satellite Data

The satellite data used in this study are summarized and listed
in Table II.

The combined microwave SM ECV product from the Eu-
ropean space agency climate change Initiative project version
V04.7 (ECV SM V04.7) for the period 2012–2014 was used in
this study [11]. This product was generated by merging active
SM, including ASCAT and AMI, and passive SM, including
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SMOS, SMMR, TMI, SM/I, AMSR-E, and WindSat, observa-
tions spanning the years 1978–2019 [11], [22].

The ascending (13:40 local solar time) FY SM from the China
Meteorological Administration was also used in this study [15].
This dataset was a retrieval product from the X-band observation
by the Microwave Radiation Imager on the FY-3B satellite. The
spatial resolution of the original FY SM is 25 km with EASE-
Grid projection and was converted to 0.25° to match the ECV
SM. It should be noted that the FY-3B SM was not merged into
the ECV SM product.

Auxiliary data included moderate-resolution imaging spec-
troradiometer in version 6 of daily land surface temperature
(LST, MOD11C1, 0.05°), daily Albedo (MCD43C3, 0.05°),
and 16-day normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI,
MOD13C1, 0.05°) were downloaded.1 The gaps in LST, NDVI,
and Albedo were filled using the methods described in Section
III-B. The gap-filled LST, NDVI, and Albedo were aggregated
from 0.05° to 0.25° spatial resolution. The NDVI was resampled
from 16-day to daily using a linear interpolation method.

Due to topographic effects of the LST, we used the SRTM
digital elevation model (DEM) with 90 m resolution to reduce
it.2 The DEM was resampled and reprojected from 90 m to 0.25°
using a moving average algorithm.

III. METHODS

The main objective of this study is to simultaneously improve
both the spatio-temporal continuity and quality of SM based
on two different products. In the soil unfrozen period, remotely
sensed land surface variables such as LST, NDVI, and surface
albedo can reflect SM changes, due to their controlling effect
of SM on surface energy exchange and the ability to reflect
vegetation status [23]–[26]. In regional scale, the LST always
has terrain effect which can be described by the DEM. NNs
can be used to extract information from various input variables.
In this study, the general regression neural network (GRNN)
was used to extract synergistic information from the original
ECV and FY SM based on the land surface variables (reference
data). Due to the unreliable relationship between SM and these
variables over soil frozen period, the algorithm was only applied
during the soil unfrozen period, where the land is not covered
by snow (Albedo less than 0.3) and the LST is higher than 0 °C.
The fusion weights were obtained by the overall performance
of the original SM against the land surface variables. This also
provided a reference when there is no original SM or only one
original SM available. The core of this method is that the weight
is decided by the relationship between the original SM and the
reference data, and this represents a big difference from ground
data-based fusion methods [27].

A. GRNN to Improve SM Product

The GRNN model is a kind of radial basis function NN, trans-
forming the data from a low to a high-dimensional space [28]. It
has following four layers: input layer, hidden layer, summation

1[Online]. Available: https://search.earthdata.nasa.gov/
2[Online]. Available:http://srtm.csi.cgiar.org/

TABLE III
LIST OF METHODS USED IN GENERATING SPATIO-TEMPORALLY CONTINUOUS

REFERENCE DATA

layer, and output layer. Due to the lack of iterative training, the
GRNN can achieve a high learning speed. Meanwhile, it also
shows a strong nonlinear mapping ability with a high degree of
fault tolerance and robustness, and can work well with a small
number of samples. In our previous studies, the GRNN model
has been used to improve the SM spatio-temporal resolution
with the satisfactory performance [29]. The core idea of the
GRNN model is to establish the nonlinear function between
input variables (here reference data) and output SM.

SM = GRNN(RD) (1)

where RD is spatio-temporal continuous reference data, includ-
ing LST, NDVI, Albedo, and DEM. More details about GRNN
can be found in Specht [28].

The performance of GRNN might be sensitive to the training
dataset. Hence, the widely used K-fold cross-validation (K-CV)
method was adopted to obtain the optimization model [8]. In the
K-CV, the training dataset was divided into K subsets and then
K-1 subsets were selected to optimize the model and 1 remaining
subset was used to evaluate it.

B. Generating Spatio-Temporal Continuous Reference Data

To fuse SM products with limited overlap, we used spatio-
temporal continuous reference data to bridge the gaps among
different SM products. There were four input variables in the ref-
erence data; three input variables (LST, Albedo, NDVI) needed
to be firstly reconstructed due to cloud contamination. In previ-
ous studies, these three variables have been well reconstructed
based on the published methods listed in Table III [10], [15],
[30]. Reference data were then reprojected and resampled to
0.25°.

C. Spatio-Temporal Continuity and Quality
Improving Procedure

The procedure for improving SM spatio-temporal continuity
and quality based on the GRNN model is shown in Fig. 2. The
first step is data preprocessing, which uses methods mentioned
in Section III-B for obtaining spatio-temporal continuous LST
(0.25°, daily), Albedo (0.25°, daily), NDVI (0.25°, daily), and
DEM (0.25°).

The second step is GRNN model training. The key points in
this step are as follows.

1) Only the unfrozen period, defined here as LST>0 °C and
Albedo <0.3, is considered.

2) A moving window with a size of 1° × 1° and year by year
is used to improve the model performance.

https://search.earthdata.nasa.gov/
http://srtm.csi.cgiar.org/
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Fig. 2. Flowchart of spatio-temporally continuous SM and quality improving
algorithm.

3) A union dataset of valid ECV and FY is used as the output
layer.

4) The entire data is randomly separated into five subsets
(four for training and one for testing).

5) Running five times with different GRNN models and the
GRNN having highest R of testing dataset is selected as
the optimization model, due to it is more important to
reproduce the relative dynamics of SM rather than their
absolute values [22], [34].

Note that the same reference data might be used twice when
both ECV and FY have a valid value. The GRNN learns the
common features from the union dataset.

The last step is generating spatio-temporally continuous and
high-quality SM using the trained GRNN model with spatio-
temporal continuous reference data.

D. Input Variable Importance Analysis

It is essential to display the importance of the input variables
to further understand the spatio-temporally continuous SM and
quality improving algorithm. Here, we propose a normalized
root mean square error index (NRMSEI) to describe the relative
importance of the input variables

NRMSEI =
RMSEi∑n
i=1 RMSEi

(2)

where RMSEi is the RMSE of model prediction when ith
variable is not included against all variables are included, n is
the number of input variables.

IV. RESULTS

Given the strong relationship between the reference data and
the original ECV (ECV_Ori) and FY (FY_Ori) SM, the GRNN
model was applied to generate spatio-temporally continuous and
high-quality SM data. In this section, we will analyze the results
of each network over the TP, respectively. First, the ECV_Ori
and FY_Ori SM were evaluated to show the potential value
of fusing them. Second, the fused SM was compared with the

Fig. 3. Time series of the original ECV (ECV_Ori) and FY (FY_Ori) SM
against in situ observations in the: (a) Maqu and (b) Naqu networks.

original SM to show the improved coverage. Third, the fused SM
was compared with the reconstructed ECV (ECV_Rec) and FY
(FY_Rec) SM, which are also spatio-temporally continuous, to
show the improved quality. At last, the fusion weight and input
variable importance were displayed to show more information
about this algorithm.

A. Comparison of Original SM Against In Situ Measurements

We evaluated the performance of the ECV_Ori and FY_Ori
SM over the TP before the SM spatio-temporal continuity
and quality simultaneously improving process. As shown in
Fig. 3, the FY_Ori SM has a more uniform distribution than
the ECV_Ori SM, although it has less coverage in the middle of
the year. This is because the ascending FY overpasses at 13:30
local solar time, while the ECV_Ori has nighttime observations
from 0:00 A.M. to 9:30 A.M. where the LST is lower than 13:30
making the ECV_Ori has larger data gaps during winter. Except
for the data missing at the start and at the end of the year, FY_Ori
SM seems better than ECV_Ori SM in the Maqu network region,
with higher R, lower Bias and comparable RMSE (see Table IV).
However, in the Naqu network, the ECV_Ori SM performs
better than FY_Ori SM with lower RMSE and Bias values as
well as higher R value (see Table IV). Compared with previous
research works, we found that ECV SM V04.7 differs slightly
from its previous version, V04.4, with a decrease in the number
of observations but an improvement in the quality, except for the
lower R in the Maqu network [15]. The difference between these
two products is mainly in the rescaling process, suggesting that
the CDF matching has a temporal variation, which will result
in unexpected uncertainty in the combined SM product [11],
[22]. Overall, the quality of both original ECV and FY SM gave
a good foundation for the SM spatio-temporal continuity and
quality simultaneously improving process.
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TABLE IV
ERROR METRICS OF SM FOR THE MAQU AND NAQU NETWORKS FOR FUSED,

RECONSTRUCTED ECV, AND FY SM

R is the correlation coefficient, RMSE is the root mean square error, bias is mean bias,
and N is the number of samples. Bold numbers represents the best result. RMSE and
Bias are both in cm3 cm−3.

B. Comparison of Fused SM Against Original SM

Compared with the ECV_Ori and FY_Ori SM, the coverage
of fused SM was greatly improved. For the entire TP, the cov-
erage of fused SM (SM_Fused) was improved from 25.5% of
ECV_Ori SM and 23.7% of FY_Ori SM to 72.5% of SM_Fused
(see Fig. 4). In the Maqu network, the coverage was also signifi-
cantly improved with the number of points increasing from 664
for ECV_Ori SM and 391 for FY_Ori SM to 945 for SM_Fused.
In the Naqu network, while, the coverage was also significantly
improved with the number of points increasing from 410 for
ECV_Ori SM and 452 for FY_Ori SM to 976 for SM_Fused.
Indicating that the coverage was greatly improved against the
original ECV and FY SM, while has strong spatio-temporal
coverage variation.

Fig. 5(a) and (b) show the spatial pattern of correlation (R)
between fused SM and ECV_Ori and FY_Ori SM products
over the TP, indicating a high consistency between them. In
the most of the study area, R was larger than 0.8 [see Fig. 5(c)
and (d)], indicating the strong contribution of the original SM to
the variation capturing ability of SM_Fused. The spatial pattern
also showed that at least one product has a high contribution
(larger than 0.8) to fused SM in terms of variation capturing
ability. Additionally, the fused SM has a higher correlation with
ECV_Ori SM than with FY_Ori SM in the western TP, but
lower in the eastern TP [see Fig. 5(a) and (b)]. The results
suggested that the GRNN model had a strong spatial adapt-
ability in extracting information from the original ECV and
FY SM.

Fig. 5(e) and (f) show the spatial pattern of RMSE between
fused SM and original ECV and FY SM products, indicating
a high impact of the original SM on the fused SM. In most
parts, the RMSE for the ECV_Ori and FY_Ori SM products is
less than 0.05 cm3 cm−3 [see Fig. 5(g) and (h)], indicating that
the original SM has a strong impact on the accuracy of fused
SM. In the middle TP, the ECV_Ori and FY_Ori SM had a
comparable impact on the improvements in accuracy of fused
SM. However, ECV_Ori SM had a greater impact than FY_Ori
SM in the eastern TP, and smallest in the West.

Fig. 4. Temporal coverage for: (a) original ECV SM; (b) original FY SM; (c)
fused SM.

C. Comparison of Fused SM Against Reconstructed SM

Compared with the reconstructed ECV and FY SM, the
quality of fused SM was also greatly improved (see Fig. 6
and Table IV). In the Maqu network, it can be clearly seen
that ECV_Rec SM underestimated SM and FY_Rec SM had
a dispersed distribution, indicating that fused SM is more con-
sistent against in situ measurements [see Fig. 6(a)]. The R of
fused SM was greatly improved compared with ECV_Rec and
FY_Rec SM, indicating that the variation capturing ability was
significantly improved. The RMSE also was improved com-
pared with ECV_Rec and FY_Rec SM, indicating an improved
accuracy. The bias of fused SM (−0.088 cm3 cm−3) was a
compromise between ECV_Rec SM (−0.135 cm3 cm−3) and
FY_Rec (−0.041 cm3 cm−3), suggesting that there is still room
for improvement in this accuracy index. In the Naqu network,
fused SM was much closer to the 1:1 line than the reconstructed
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Fig. 5. Correlation (R) and RMSE between fused SM and original SM. (a)
and (b) Spatial distribution of R between fused SM and ECV_Ori and FY_Ori
SM, respectively. (c) and (d) histogram of R between fused SM and ECV_Ori
and FY_Ori SM, respectively. (e) and (f) Spatial pattern of RMSE between
SM_fused and ECV_Ori and FY_Ori SM, respectively. (g) and (h) Histogram
of RMSE between fused SM and ECV_Ori and FY_Ori SM, respectively.

Fig. 6. Scatterplot of fused, reconstructed ECV, and FY SM against in situ
measurements in the: (a) Maqu network. (b) Naqu network.

SM [see Fig. 6(b)]. Coverage, R and bias were all improved,
indicating that fused SM had high spatio-temporal coverage and
quality, and only the RMSE was a compromise. Considering that
fused SM was obtained from the comprehensive information of
reconstructed ECV and FY SM products, the GRNN showed
a stronger feature extracting ability and can be applied in SM
fusion. It is can also be concluded that the reference data shows
acceptable performance in the spatio-temporal continuity and
quality simultaneously improving algorithm.

Fig. 7. Time series of weights of original ECV and FY SM in the: (a) Maqu
network and (b) Naqu network. Where the weights were larger than 1 or less
than −1, they were set to 1 and −1, respectively.

V. DISCUSSIONS

A. Fusion Weights Analysis

As a fusion method, it is important to analyze the weights
of ECV_Ori and FY_Ori SM to further understand the spatio-
temporal continuity and quality simultaneously improving algo-
rithm. The weights could be calculated as

WECV=(SM_Fused− SM_FY)/(SM_ECV − SM_FY)
(3)

WFY = 1−WECV (4)

whereWECV andWFY are the weights of ECV_Ori and FY_Ori
SM, respectively. SM_Fused, SM_ECV, and SM_FY are the
fused SM, original ECV, and FY SM, respectively. Obviously,
the weights can be analyzed only if both the original ECV and
FY SM have a valid value.

Fig. 7 shows the time series of WECV and WFY in the Maqu
and Naqu networks, respectively, where the weights larger than 1
or less than −1 were set to 1 and −1, respectively. The weights
showed strong temporal variation in both networks. This was
very different from the other fusion methods, such as the TC
method, for which it was difficult to obtain temporal variation
weights [1], [12]. In most cases, WECV was larger than WFY at
both networks, indicating that ECV_Ori SM contributed more
than FY_Ori SM. The reason for this was that the ECV_Ori SM
was more consistent with the reference data than FY_Ori SM.
On the other hand, the weights were not always located in the
range [0,1] and were less than 0 or larger than 1 in several cases,
indicating that the algorithm had a strong adaptive ability. One
extremely largeWFY of (777.21) was also observed where fused
SM was very close to FY_Ori SM.

Fig. 8 shows the spatial pattern of WECV and WFY in the
study area, where only the weights located in the range [0], [1]
were included. It clearly can be seen that the weights have a
strong spatial variation. This was also the ideal goal for most
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Fig. 8. Spatial distribution of the weights of the original ECV and FY SM
during 2012–2014. Where only the mean of weights located in [0], [1] was
included.

Fig. 9. NRMSEI of input variables in the reference data for the spatio-temporal
continuity and quality improving algorithm.

fusion methods [1], [12]. The WECV is normally larger than
WFY, especially in the eastern TP, indicating that the ECV_Ori
SM has a greater contribution to the fused SM than FY_Ori SM.
It also can be seen thatWECV is significantly larger thanWFY in
the surrounding of the lakes (most of the blank areas), indicating
a more stable performance of ECV SM than FY in these areas.

B. Input Variables Importance Analysis

To analyze the importance of the input variables in the refer-
ence data, the NRMSEI was calculated using (2) and the results
are shown in Fig. 9. As expected, the NDVI, as an index that
represents the SM state at medium- to long-term scales, which
supports vegetation growth, was the most important variable
(NRMSEI = 0.297). As a widely accepted point, LST, which
represents the SM state at short-term scales and is widely used in
SM retrieval algorithms, was the second most important variable
(NRMSEI = 0.244) [23]. However, the static reference data
of DEM also played an important role, due to the LST has a
strong terrain effect. The Albedo became the last most important
variable, which has the strong negative relationship with SM.

C. Advantages and Limitations of This Study

With the help of the gap-filled reference data, the GRNN
model in this study was successfully used to simultaneously
improve spatio-temporal continuity and quality of remotely
sensed SM over the TP. Although the gap-filling algorithm can
improve the spatio-temporal continuity of remotely sensed SM
(e.g., [10]), the quality of the gap-filled SM was limited by the
quality of the original SM products, which have large uncer-
tainty showed by the validation against in situ measurements

due to retrieval algorithm or the related input parameters [14],
[35]. Hence, it is necessary to fuse different remotely sensed
SM products. Compared with the weight analysis-based fusion
algorithm (e.g., [1]), the proposed fusion algorithm is easier
to obtain the fusion weight with spatio-temporal variation to
enhance the quality of SM. And, fused SM can much better
reflect temporal variability and accuracy in SM. The developed
SM fusion algorithm in this study would help enhance the
applications of SM in climate change over the TP and also for
the global. In this study, the fusion algorithm was only evaluated
over the TP for ECV and FY SM. Future studies using the fusion
algorithm or on other remotely sensed SM products under a
wider range of environmental conditions will be performed to
further evaluate it.

VI. CONCLUSION

The main objective of this study was to propose a new fusion
algorithm for simultaneously improving SM spatio-temporal
continuity and quality over the TP. The new algorithm has the
following two features: 1) it enhances quality of SM in the vari-
ation capturing ability and accuracy; 2) it significantly improves
the SM coverage. In this study, based on the GRNN model,
the information contained in the ECV and FY SM products
was extracted by integrating land surface parameters (e.g., LST,
Albedo, and NDVI) and auxiliary parameters (e.g., DEM). The
following four main conclusions were derived from this study.

1) The complementary and quality of both original ECV and
FY SM laid a good foundation for the implementation of
the fusion.

2) The overall spatio-temporal continuity and quality of the
fused SM is higher than the original SM products.

3) The GRNN model can obtain spatio-temporal variation
weights And, in this study, ECV SM contributed more
than FY SM to SM_Fused.

4) NDVI played the most important role in the whole process,
and LST and Albedo were also very important.

In the future, developing high quality and spatio-temporally
continuous SM at hydrological scales (e.g., 1 km) and field scales
(e.g., 30 m) will be discussed.
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